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June 20, 2022 
 
Re. Policing facial recognition technology 
 
Dear Minister, 
 
The undersigned experts in computer science, artificial intelligence, human rights, law, and social 
sciences write to express our concern about recent announcements that An Garda Síochána will use 
Facial Recognition Technology (FRT). We understand that Gardai use will be enabled through an 
amendment to the Garda Síochána (Recording Devices) Bill.i We reiterate and expand, below, on our 
position in our 2nd June 2022 Open Expert letter to The Irish Times that significant risks require a full 
moratorium.ii  
 
Mass surveillance 
 

1. FRT enables the identification and tracking of individuals without warranted suspicion. It has 
the ability to scan large amounts of publicly captured visual data so it can draw powerful 
inferences about people,iii the vast majority of whom would be of no interest whatsoever to 
the gardaí. The manner in which this technology enables forms of ‘systems on systems’ 
analysis permits and enlarges the scope of the surveillance concern.iv Such surveillance can 
create a broad mosaic of a person’s activities, including their interests, movements, 
employment, religious practices, health issues, and social relationships.v 
 

2. This technology threatens to have a chilling effect on behaviour.vi It can harm our rights 
guaranteed under EU Charter of Fundamental Rights and related laws and instruments 
including human dignity, freedom of thought, conscience and religion, expression, assembly 
and association.vii The presence of mass surveillance FRT for policing purposes can change 
the fabric of our society and the way people operate within it.viii FRT can make it impossible 
for anyone to move through public spaces and remain ‘just a face in the crowd’. ix 
 

3. The consequences of policing FRT strains principles of necessity and proportionality so 
significantly that experts say its use may not be possible in a free and democratic society 
given the substantial impact on rights like privacy which ‘may never be proportional to the 
benefits gained’.x 

 
Bias and discrimination 
 

4. FRT has been established by independent researchers to be biased and discriminatory, 
particularly for anyone who is not a white man. The now infamous UK's Metropolitan Police 
FRT was found to have an error rate of 81 percent.xi Similarly, the Gender Shades audit 
identified racial and gender biases in several facial-recognition systems.xii Studies tend to 
locate prominent gender and skin shade biases in commercial systems, with black and 
brown people bearing the brunt of these technology failures.xiii 
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5. Improving accuracy in the lab won’t necessarily improve performance in public. FRT that 

seems free of bias in lab settings, can then reintroduce bias and discrimination through 
deployment.xiv Scraping audits that are cleared for bias within a lab setting can then be used 
for commercial algorithms which reintroduce the same bias concerns.  
 

Data protection risks  
 

6. Data protection risks abound according to leading European authorities. The European 
Parliament has rejected the use of this technology, voting for an outright ban on biometric 
surveillance for law enforcement purposes that leads to mass surveillance in publicly 
accessible spacesxv while the European Data Protection Board and European Data Protection 
Supervisor have also called for a ban on the use of FRT in public spaces.xvi These calls at the 
EU level correspond with the move at other jurisdictions to ban use of FRT for law 
enforcement.xvii 
 

7. The Data Protection Commission has previously found issues surrounding the surveillance of 
citizens by An Garda Síochána.xviii It is not clear to us that these issues have been fully 
resolved. We are not confident that full accountability measures for the collection and 
processing of personal data are in place at An Garda Síochána in advance of further 
investment and deployment of newer, more powerful data based surveillance technologies 
such as FRT. 

 
Democratic process and regulatory coherence 
 

8. We acknowledge the need to resource the guards and that the Commission of Future of 
policing report (2018) prioritises digital transformation and investment in technologies.xix We 
support the Report’s findings in this regard. However, it is important to note that the report 
doesn’t specifically recommend uptake of FRT for policing. Such a move would be premature 
given unresolved concerns itemised here for this specific surveillance technology. 
 

9. It would also be premature to enable through legislation policies which may come into 
conflict with EU law. The EU Artificial Intelligence Act to regulate the use of artificial 
intelligence (AI) across Europe is still being draftedxx and suggested use cases for the FRT in 
Ireland conflict with the draft.xxi We would caution against developing domestic legislation 
for use by police while the EU framework is still being developed.  
 

10. We believe that research and consultation in respect of this proposal has been inadequate. 
We understand police use of FRT will be enabled via an amendment to the Garda Síochána 
(Recording Devices) Bill at the committee stage. We question the absence of published 
preliminary cross jurisdictional research and public consultations reports which would 
normally inform the pre-legislative phase of a law’s development.  
 

11. We are concerned that the recommendations in the Joint Committee on Justice’s Report on 
the pre-legislative scrutiny of the Bill are apparently not being followed. The Joint 
Committee specifically recommends that FRT not be used by members of An Garda 
Síochána.xxii We wonder why these recommendations are not being followed and important 
steps in the democratic process for such risky technology have been bypassed. 

 
The undersigned signatories recognise the opportunity Ireland has at this moment to align with the 
pillars of our national AI strategy.xxiii Ireland can work to maintain public trust by safeguarding 
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transparent and accountable technology governance. Cabinet Members have the opportunity to 
require democratic due process by choosing not to permit hasty Bill amendments at the committee 
stage enabling police use of FRT. Due process would enable Ireland to first analyse and learn lessons 
from independent evaluations of these systems conducted in other countries. Ireland’s criminal 
justice system has been praised for being progressive and proportionatexxiv - and we believe Ireland 
should continue to lead the way by limiting unnecessary levels of surveillance as well. 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

• Assistant Professor Elizabeth Farries, Co-Director UCD Centre for Digital Policy 
 

• Olga Cronin, Policy Officer, Irish Council for Civil Liberties 
 

• Assistant Professor Ciara Bracken-Roche, School of Law and Criminology, Maynooth 
University 

 

• Professor Rob Kitchin, Director, Maynooth University Social Sciences Institute 
 

• Professor Aphra Kerr, Department of Sociology, Maynooth University 
 

• Professor Barry O’Sullivan, School of Computer Science & IT, University College Cork. Fellow 
of the Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence, Fellow and past president of 
the European Artificial Intelligence Association, Vice Chair of the European Commission’s 
High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence (2018-2020), Member of the Royal Irish 
Academy 
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